We Switch Europe ON!

Our aim

A Climate Neutral and Jobs-driven Europe
Electrical contractors are invested in electrification, renewables, energy efficiency and e-mobility. We are part of the #EUGreenRecovery mobilisation to rebuild Europe with green and skilled jobs contributing to ambitious climate targets.

Electrification in Buildings and Transport:
- energy efficiency and flexibility
- distributed renewable sources
- battery electric storage systems
- reduced air and noise pollution
- consumer empowerment
- synergies and mutual advantages
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Digitalisation
Electrification calls for digitalisation to: make buildings smarter and transport more efficient, improve the quality of information and enhance maintenance operations.

Skills
Modern skills and higher-skilled workers are crucial for making the Energy Transition a reality while fostering electrical safety and sustainable growth. We campaign for #Skills4Climate.

Enabled by

1.8 million professionals across Europe
= 1 in 134 European workers

300,000 Companies
Mainly local companies and SMEs, we are the day-to-day link between the energy industry and the end-users

€ 200 billion of turnover

Energy, Climate, Renovation and Construction, Mobility are the policies we address, and which imply Fast-Evolving Skills